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“You Look Great!” presents The TBI Recovery Model, an interdisciplinary approach to recovering
from a brain injury. The model’s two checklists – Medical and Rehabilitation – help doctors and
case managers answer the question, “Why do I feel so terrible all the time?” The book describes
the role of each major medical and rehabilitation professional that should be considered as a
referral to the TBI Recovery Team. With its personal narratives and strategy-session highlights
with world-class specialists, “You Look Great!” narrows the gap between patients and the
professionals who work with them; between patients and the caregivers and loved ones who live
with them. The book is stocked with professional viewpoints, personal narratives and case
studies, showcasing the clinical and very personal aspects of the brain-injury recovery process.

About the AuthorThomas J. Hixon, PhD, is Professor of Speech, Language, and Hearing
Sciences, Director of the National Center for Neurogenic Communication Disorders, and Dean
Emeritus of the Graduate College at the University of Arizona. Gary Weismer, Ph.D. is Professor,
Department of Communicative Disorders, University of Wisconsin-Madison, National Center for
Neurogenic Communication Disorders. Jeannette D. Hoit, PhD is a professor in the Department
of Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences at the University of Arizona and a speech-
language pathologist.
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Dorothy, “Helped Me Know I am Not Alone!!!. I had cancer, the chemo crossed over the brain
barrier, yes Little Suzie, side effects are real, my brain began to bleed aka Subdural Hematoma,
I have to degrees in medical and I knew my body was working when I had a kidney infection
with e-coli, strep and staph, and I was quickly becoming near death, This one doctor not my
regular doc thought I could not be in such pain and there were no white cells, to fight any
infection and I ran no fever. All of this has to do with a brain that is in distress and you are going
to die. Finally my doc took over. Then finding the right antibiotic.....This was in June, my words
were slurred, I had headaches all the time, but assumed it was from the kindey infection. I ate
only organic, weight was 120lbs, 5'6", skied, biked, rock climbed, and white water kayaked.in
June I would fall forward and not protect myself, This was all so strange in August my husband
watching me become more confused took me to emergency 4 times. I was sent home with a
10mm shift, bleeding brain. four days later, 14 mm shift stroke and surgery, The surgeon was
CMA the rest of the way, I had 250mls of blood, ICP and a shift of 15 cms, Then 4 hours after the
surgery he took me off steroids, my brain began to swell, He told everyone I was a drug addict,
He listed the medication I was on twice brand and generic, 6 months prior I had undergone
reconstruction therapy, where the recovery is six months, second reconstruction, so the webbing
had to be moved clips out, screws moved. And I was in pain. But I never abused the medication.
Then to top it off he would come in a yell at me if I didn't walk today he would have me put in a
Nursing Home, he came in with the chart, every time my husband wasn't around. So after 2 1/2
years of migraines that were mind bending, places with no skull and crack that ran down my
forehead towards my eye, then it changed directions, and has settled at a screw, I have ledges,
dips and horrible confusion for 2 years. Today I have short term memory loss, cant watch a
movie, cant pay bills, easily distracted, But I had a 31% chance of living, period. I look normal, I
can ride my bike. I try things I use to do. This book is helpful, because, I cant read any more, and
it gives you tip on how to function, This happed 9/10 I only recently began leaving my house, I
am terrified in crowds, and I don't know what triggers things, however this book has helped with
strategies. But one thing don't stress every to heal one TBI it costs 4M dollars.....mine was
severe, but I thank God, I was so active and I will be again one day, just keep putting one foot in
front of the other and listen to books at your pace, set your pace but don't give up. Ever we are
miracles, life is a miracle. And pay attention to the strategies, even if you have to listen to it over
and over. I don't remember many of them, but I know I use them....And I look GREAT!”

MAJ, “Anyone that’s had whiplash and/or concussion should read this book!. My husband & I
were in a car accident where a driver rear ended us going 70 mph. It’s been 7 months & we are
trying to get back to what was normal for both of us before the accident.I had started trying to
figure out if I was crazy or had I forgotten what normal was? or was I struggling because I’m 67?
Just reading the reviews made me cry - realizing there are other people who are struggling like



we are because of a brain injury! We were both diagnosed with whiplash & concussion but I
didn’t really know how our lives would change as we try to do our day to day routines.I love the
way John wrote this book! I was able to start reading at the front of the book & jump to the end &
read something that caught my attention in the middle and get wonderful nuggets that are all
helping me see that the struggle I’m having seems to be similar to the other people he has
interviewed & written about.I’m still having problems organizing my thoughts & finding words &
being in crowds or going to family functions but after reading this book the pressure to act like
everything is perfectly fine seems to be off of me & I feel like now I can relax- admit that I’m not
ok yet & we don’t have to feel bad about saying no to things that are going to cause us to relapse
& go backwards in our healing progress!Thank You John for writing this book! I hope you are still
getting better each day!MAJ”

Jayjay, “Unbelievable!. I need to meet the author. I have been suffering a TBI from a car accident
(including severe whiplash and upper back pain) for almost a full year now. The book is sensibly
written in double spaced format for those with accident related eye issues (like me!). I read the
first three chapters last night and I had the chills. He was telling my story. Although I'm only
heading into chapter 4, I can already tell that EVERYONE who works with head injury/
concussion patients, parents of concussed kids, victims of mva's where the buzzed driver of the
other car who was 100% at fault was permitted by the police to drive himself home???? (true
story), etc. I wish someone suggested this book to me sooner. I'm living the nightmare and from
what I've read already, I am 'finally' not alone. I have had to advocate for myself every single step
of the way and it is extremely difficult. I've had PC doctors and neurologists literally turn their
backs to me because they simply do not know anything about brain injuries. Thank you John C.
Byler.”

Lori, “A very Useful Book for TBI survivors. I felt "normal" while reading this book. Normal for a
traumatic brain injury survivor. It's amazing how wonderful it feels to read about another person
who experiences life the way I do:~confusion caused him a lot of anxiety~ worsening symptoms
can trigger a downward spiral of more confusion and fear~The injury's gradual onset~ Colors
seemed "brighter than normal"~ I couldn't focus, think, or remember~Getting well was my new
full time job~A pile taunts me. I have to look away because I see a hundred categories, and
trying to sort it all would mean analyzing and decision-making, which quickly saps my cognitive
energy.These are some of the sentences that I read, that made me feel.... "okay". I used the
highlighter in my Kindl Fire to mark statements that really hit home. I ended up with 462 notes to
review.”

Steven, “Must read if you or family is dealing with a brain injury. It’s a great book packed with
detailed information. If you need to learn about this topic you will get more of an education here
than with most any neurologist or Dr. It starts out a little dry but stick with it. It’s a must read if you



need info on brain injuries and what to expect. If you have an MTBI read this and you will see
that there are a lot of commmonalities with these injuries.”

mr, “a must read book. I wish my family had read this book after I suffered my brain injuy, they
might have been a lot more understanding towards me. It is now over 25 years in my 'new life'
and yes I prefered the old me to the new, hard but true.This is writen with a huge american slant,
lots of terms which are not yet relevant in the uk, also a with an awful lot of cristian terms, which
can be very off putting, I now do not follow any faith, I believe in fairies, after all there is just as
much prove in the faries as any religion, before my brain injury I was a cristian.My family have
still not read this book, and to be honest, they have missed out on the 'new me'I look on the
whole ok, yet I am not.If you work with in this field then this in my veiw is a must read.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 37 people have provided feedback.
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